
Movian - Feature #1784
Add Support For Divx inside OGM conatiner
10/21/2013 06:52 AM - veritas aequitas

Status: Fixed Start date: 10/21/2013
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Description

Is there any way you can add support for .OGM files? i really hate having to convert them.
thanks

Related issues:
Blocked by Feature # 1949: Upgrade to libav version 10 Fixed 02/09/2014

Associated revisions
Revision b006a9d0 - 02/26/2014 10:33 PM - Andreas Smas

New libav10 revision

Fixes #1784

History
#1 - 11/20/2013 12:13 AM - veritas aequitas

any idea if this could be done =\

#2 - 01/05/2014 10:17 PM - Leonid Protasov

Needs libav update?

#3 - 01/06/2014 02:00 AM - veritas aequitas

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Needs libav update?

no clue.  they are very close format to mkvs from what ive read

#4 - 02/02/2014 11:03 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Latest Showtime versions support OGM and OGG with Theora inside tested on two different samples.
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#5 - 02/03/2014 02:27 AM - veritas aequitas

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Latest Showtime versions support OGM and OGG with Theora inside tested on two different samples.

what update? 4.4? or the bleeding edge ones? im on 4.5.14gb2292 and they dont work.

#6 - 02/03/2014 05:10 AM - Leonid Protasov

Please attach the sample.

#7 - 02/03/2014 08:25 AM - veritas aequitas
- File zx.tenchi-universe.01.divx5.rar added

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Please attach the sample.

i dont have a sample but ill compress one of them into a .rar the best i can.

#8 - 02/03/2014 09:24 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Add Support For .OGM Files to Add Support For Divx inside OGM conatiner
- Target version set to 4.6

ST says: Unable to open file as input format: Invalid data found when processing the input.

ST itself opens OGM well if OGM video codec is Theora. But this time it is DivX5. That is the problem. The log says:

00:00:10.242: navigator [INFO]:Opening file:///root/Видео/zx.tenchi-universe.01.divx5.ogm
00:00:10.242: thread [DEBUG]:Created detached thread: fa_open
00:00:10.257: thread [DEBUG]:Thread fa_open exited

#9 - 02/03/2014 03:00 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Fixed to Accepted

#10 - 02/26/2014 10:34 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed

Applied in changeset git|commit:b006a9d001f6de2c3c0a9c5fdc2febcda08b43da.

Files
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zx.tenchi-universe.01.divx5.rar 226 MB 02/03/2014 veritas aequitas
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